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Zero-Tolerance Watch
One purpose of the press in a free society is to expose the foibles of those in 
authority. When a bureaucrat uses his power in a stupid and abusive way, 
journalists inform the public, and the ensuing ridicule shames the foolish 
functionary into changing his ways. That's the way it's supposed to work, 
anyway. Alas, bureaucrats, like other human beings, are susceptible to the 
sin of pride, and some of them react to exposure by insisting they've done 
nothing wrong, indeed redoubling their stupidity.

Such a man is Willie Isby, director of child welfare and attendance for the 
Ouachita Parish school system in northern Louisiana. On Monday, you'll 
remember, we noted the story of an eight-year-old boy at Lenwil Elementary 
who was put on "in-school suspension" for drawing a picture of a soldier 
holding a knife. Other national media have picked up the story, leading to a 
follow-up in the Monroe News-Star, in which the obtuse Isby not only says he 
doesn't understand what all the fuss is about, but actually vows to suppress 
"copycat drawings." No kidding:

Isby added that since the incident, copycat drawings have 
surfaced. Students who are thinking about drawing their version 
of commando man better think twice. "We have some other 
students doing the same thing," Isby said. "If you put one in in-
house suspension for doing it, you have to put all. It's only fair. 
You can't be inconsistent."

Isby doesn't feel the hard-nosed approach to zero tolerance is 
too harsh. "It will show that we are serious about nonviolence in 
the schools," Isby said. "If parents know that we are concerned 
about even the smaller, minute things, then they certainly will 
be aware that we will take action on something even more 
dangerous to the school and the child."

Give us a break. No one who thinks an eight-year-old's drawings are 
"dangerous" is serious about anything.

In fairness, we should note that there are plenty of parents who are just as 
ridiculously timorous as the zero-tolerating petty tyrants. The Southern 
Illinoisan reports that some 30 students at Carbondale Community High 
School were kept home Monday for fear of a graffito:
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Between 6 p.m. Saturday and 10:30 a.m. Sunday, someone 
used orange spray paint to write "Today I hate everything" on 
the south wall of Carbondale Community High School's main 
wall. The graffiti, written in 3-foot-tall lettering, was not 
removed until 9 a.m. Monday, well after students arrived and 
well within view from High Street. . . .

Principal John Dively estimated that some 30 students stayed 
home Monday because of the graffiti. Although the district has a 
school safety plan in place to cover such emergencies as 
shootings or earthquakes, "it does not cover graffiti," Dively 
said.

Hey Principal Dively, may we offer a suggestion? If you want to cover graffiti, 
you don't need a "school safety plan." You need some paint!

In Salem, Ore., three 16-year-old boys are headed to juvenile court on Class 
A misdemeanor charges of "multiple counts of menacing and possession of a 
hoax destructive device," the Salem Statesman Journal reports:

Lt. Debbie Baker said the incident occurred about 4 p.m. March 
9 on the tennis courts at Sprague High School, where six 
members of the team were practicing. Three boys threw a tennis 
ball on the court, yelled "tennis ball bomb," and ran away, Baker 
said.

Sprague Principal Dan McMinimee said the ball, which had been 
altered only slightly, "was quickly identified as a hoax." No 
students ever were in danger, he said, but the school did turn 
over the ball to Salem police. "We take all instances seriously," 
McMinimee said.

In tony Greenwich, Conn., they treat child's play with a comic degree of 
seriousness. The Greenwich Time reports that a team of consultants has been 
dispatched to help fourth-graders at the Riverside School learn how to play:

Consultant Lisa Faulkingham gently reminded students that their 
play, though organized, is still play. "There is no big book 
somewhere that says 'Aroochycha' has to be played like this," 
Faulkingham said. . . .

Parent Margaret Harris watched to the side, taking notes with a 
pad of paper and pen. This effort began last year as a 
playground safety measure, but she soon realized that what she 
considered ordinary child's play is also a form education, Harris 
said. . . . "You don't see kids out playing anymore," Harris said.

Without this free play, even well-educated and well-rounded 
children can be incomplete, said Colleen Morey, who coordinates 
district physical education programs. Unless they're taught, 
children may be too impatient to work with other human beings. 
Some learn that taunts, teasing and even bullying [are] 
acceptable, while their victims may not know how to cope. On a 
rare occasion, some children lash out violently.

This suggests a variation of an old consultant joke:

Q. How many consultants does it take to prevent a school 
shooting?
A. That depends. How much money is in your education budget?

(Thanks to Mac Acree, Bob Fisher, Vicki Hargreaves and George Hall. If you 
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see a story of school discipline gone insane, e-mail us at 
mailto:opinionjournal@wsj.com?&subject=Zero Tolerance, and please include 
the URL.)

Intestinally Challenged
So when kids are raised by timorous parents, oafish bureaucrats and fatuous 
consultants, what kind of adults do they become? The answer can be found 
by looking at today's intestinally challenged college students. (That's PC-
speak for "gutless.") At San Francisco State University, the editors of the 
student newspaper had considered running David Horowitz's advertisement 
arguing against slavery reparations, but backed down, "mindful," as the San 
Jose Mercury News puts it, "of the uproar the ad caused on other college 
campuses." The paper's exquisitely named features editor, Niema Quiet, tells 
the Mercury News: "I don't feel it's censorship not to run the ad."

According to a tally on Horowitz's Frongpagemage Web site, 32 college papers 
have now rejected the ad. Only 13 have published it, and three of those have 
apologized. The Columbia Spectator turned it down on the supposedly neutral 
ground that it doesn't publish political ads, but Jaime Sneider, a student at 
the Ivy League campus, points out that last year the Spectator's editors 
published an ad for a Ralph Nader rally. (They must've been hoping Al Gore 
would lose and come to Columbia.)

Good news, though, from the University of Alaska, whose president, Mark 
Hamilton, makes a bold defense of free speech on campus. He writes in a 
letter to the chancellors of the three University of Alaska campuses:

What I want to make clear and unambiguous is that responses 
to complaints or demands for action regarding constitutionally 
guaranteed freedoms of speech CANNOT BE QUALIFIED. 
Attempts to assuage anger or to demonstrate concern by 
qualifying our support for free speech serve to cloud what must 
be a clear message. Noting that, for example, "The University 
supports the right to free speech, but we intend to check into 
this matter," or "The University supports the right of free 
speech, but I have asked Dean X or Provost Y to investigate the 
circumstances," is unacceptable. There is nothing to "check 
into," nothing "to investigate."

Opinions expressed by our employees, students, faculty or 
administrators don't have to be politic or polite. However 
personally offended we might be, however unfair the association 
of the University to the opinion might be, I insist that we remain 
a certain trumpet on this most precious of Constitutional rights. 

The letter was prompted in part by a controversy over a poem called "Indian 
Girls," published in December by Linda McCarriston, a professor at the 
University of Alaska in Anchorage. A press release from the Foundation for 
Individual Rights in Education called the poem "sensitive and moving," but it 
prompted protests from some Native Alaskan students and talk of an 
investigation by university officials.

'Run Like Hell'
In the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, columnist Tony Norman takes on the 
reparations issue:

If we could travel back in time and ask the slaves what they 
wanted most out of this world, would they say, "We're not 
interested in any so-called emancipation that comes our way 
unless we're compensated for the full value of our 
uncompensated labor over the centuries?" Or would they take 
their freedom, run like hell, and make something beautiful out of 
what was once degraded? 
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Does it trivialize the experience of the slaves if their descendants 
use a form of emotional blackmail to extract money from the 
children of their oppressors? What about the children of those 
born with white skin who had nothing to do with slavery in 
America? 

Plant a Tree, Go to Jail
John Thorburn has been languishing in a Fairfax County, Va., jail for nearly 
six weeks. His crime: refusing to move trees on his property. Foxnews.com 
reports Thorburn had already spent $125,000 on 700 trees the local zoning 
board demanded he plant on the golf course he owns:

But the board is demanding that 30 trees be moved alongside 
[the] property boundary between the range the nearest 
homeowner's land to create a protective screen. In an 
interesting twist, however, that neighbor is John Thoburn's 
father, Bob, who says the landscape requirement is ridiculous.

"They want . . . my children to screen their own property from 
their own property. We own all the property across the street, 
too, every bit of it. So, it doesn't make any sense," Bob Thoburn 
said.

The zoning board has imposed a series of other regulations on Thorburn, 
including a demand that he not serve drinks in cups. "But it's a different story 
a few miles away at the Oakmar range, which was built and is run by Fairfax 
County. Unlike Thoburn's range, there have been no requirements to add 
trees, no restrictions on lights and no prohibitions against miniature golf or 
putting greens. And in the clubhouse, cups are provided for soft drinks or 
coffee."

Lux et Veritas
Hillary Clinton is scheduled to give the commencement address at Yale. 
National Review Online reports that Yale conservatives are working on an 
organized boycott of the event. Dan Mindus, the Yale senior leading the 
boycott effort, tells NRO: "Nobody can deny that a large number of Americans 
really hate her. Graduation is supposed to be a unifying experience. We 
should choose as a commencement speaker someone who has displayed 
qualities and has a breadth of experience that can be universally admired. 
Hillary is not that person." Mindus says he thinks he'll able to get 10 percent 
of Yale's 1,300 seniors to sign a boycott statement. 

The New York Post reports Hillary has joined a weekly Senate prayer 
breakfast dominated by conservative Republicans; maybe she's praying for a 
gracious reception at Yale. Or maybe she's just confused. Today's New York 
Daily News quotes her as lamenting that Al Gore lost the election despite his 
popular-vote plurality, then saying: "I still kind of wonder what year we're 
living in, what decade we're living in, what century we're living in." There was 
a lot of confusion about this last year, but now that it's 2001, everyone knows 
it's the 21st century. As for the decade, we're not quite sure what to call it 
either. We suppose you'd write the 2000s or the '00s. We usually say "the 
zeros."

Even more flummoxed than Hillary are the folks at the New York Times, who 
seem finally to have lost all touch with reality. An article in today's Times (link 
requires registration) about sexual-harassment allegations against 
prospective mayoral candidate Michael Bloomberg actually contains the 
following paragraph:

But other political consultants said that while New Yorkers were 
famously indifferent to private behavior--former President Bill 
Clinton remained popular in the state throughout his 
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impeachment scandal--sexual harassment at the office might be 
a different matter. 

Actor James Woods tells the Daily News the Clintons "are the most 
sociopathic, destructive people who have ever set foot in the White House. 
We will look back on these eight years as the most corrupt and debilitating 
abuse of power in the history of the presidency."

Blankley: Bush Rejects Aegis Sale
Tony Blankley reports in his Washington Times column that President Bush 
"decided late last week" to reject Taiwan's request for four destroyers 
equipped with Aegis radar. Blankley says the decision puts Bush "at 
loggerheads" with more than 60 congressional Republicans, who sent him a 
letter last week urging the sale. Blankley calls Bush's move "a missed 
opportunity to match action to rhetoric."

Gaming the System
Two Clinton administration officials at the Bureau of Indian Affairs who 
overruled the advice of their professional staff and granted federal recognition 
to Indian tribes in the closing days of the Clinton administration have since 
gone to work for Indian interests in the private sector, the Boston Globe 
reports. 

Former BIA chief Kevin Gover quit three weeks before the end of Clinton's 
term, after overruling his staff and giving final recognition to the Chinook 
tribe of Washington state, the Boston Globe says. Gover "stepped directly 
from his government position to a lucrative job as a lobbyist-lawyer 
representing Indian gaming tribes with the Washington firm Steptoe & 
Johnson. One of the tribes he recently solicited for business was the 
Chinook." 

Michael J. Anderson, who became the bureau's acting chief when Gover 
departed, "gave final recognition to the Duwamish tribe of Washington state 
and preliminary recognition to the Nipmuc tribe of Massachusetts on Jan. 19, 
his last day in office," the Globe reports. Anderson now works for the firm 
Monteau, Peebles & Crowell, which represents Indian gambling tribes, the 
Globe says.

The Lieberman-Townsend Plan
Sen. Joseph Lieberman's idea for a $300 tax rebate sounds a lot like the 
Depression-era Townsend plan, writes Reid Collins in the American Spectator 
online. In a speech yesterday to the National Association of Business 
Economists, Treasury Secretary Paul O'Neill also said the rebate idea 
reminded him of an idea that had been relegated to history's ash heap: 
"Some suggest we send a rebate to the taxpayers now, and stop there. That's 
not good enough. I was here when we tried that in 1975, and it just didn't 
work. If we want to change consumption patterns, we need to make a 
permanent change in people's tax burdens." Bruce Bartlett takes a closer look 
at the Tax Reduction Act of 1975:

Taxpayers received a 10 percent "refund" on their 1974 taxes, 
with a minimum of $100 and a maximum of $200. Checks were 
mailed out in the second quarter of 1975. This added about $8 
billion to disposable income--close to the $60 billion being 
proposed now in today's dollars. 

The problem is that most people didn't immediately go out and 
spend the money, as predicted, and thus there really was very 
little economic stimulus. In fact, what people tended to do with 
their windfall was either save it or use it to pay down debt, 
which is the same thing. . . . The obvious lesson is that a tax 
rebate now is just as bad an idea as it was in 1975.
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Peace in a Pod
A Colorado high-school teacher has been fired after forming a club called 
Students 4 Justice to protest the presence of military recruiters on campus. 
Westword, a Denver weekly, reports that Andrew Hartman helped the kids 
"make a list of ten reasons not to join, including: 'The U.S. Military protects 
the interests of corporations overseas, thus increasing the gap between rich 
and poor' and 'The military recruits poor minorities.' "

"The club's twenty members set up a stand where they sold Zapatista organic 
coffee and handed out copies of the top-ten list as well as an essay one 
student wrote about the true meaning of anarchy," adds the paper. "A couple 
of teachers who are Vietnam War veterans saw the list and complained to 
school administrators. . . . Although the school allowed the students to 
continue selling coffee, administrators banned them from dispersing any more 
literature."

The school district has told Hartman, a rookie teacher, that his services won't 
be needed in the fall. We have an idea: He should apply for a job in the 
Ouachita Parish school system in Louisiana. They're so antimilitary down 
there, they don't even allow drawings of soldiers! 
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